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Chinese edition of Here Comes a Hero, an Evan Tanner classic thriller by Lawrence
Block. The series began in the 1960's with The Thief Who Couldn't Sleep, in which
Evan Tanner is a Korean War vet whose injury rendered him unable to sleep. This time
Tanner has to rescue the kidnapped girl who was living in his apartment, with lots of
humor. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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[B&W version] Heathen Soul Lore Foundations presents a living spiritual landscape,
rooted in ancient Germanic languages and understanding, offered for modern Heathens
to explore and use in their own spiritual practice. This book also presents an approach
for identifying and exploring ancient concepts of ‘what a soul is’ that may be of interest
to followers of other branches of historically based modern Paganism, and to scholars
of comparative religion. Linguistic analysis, literature, folklore, comparative religion,
anthropology, esoteric and philosophical approaches are used to analyze old Germaniclanguage words relating to 'the soul'. The following souls, identified through this
process, are thoroughly reviewed: Ferah, Ahma, Ghost, Hama, Aldr, Mod, Hugr, Sefa,
and Saiwalo. Both scholarly and inspirational perspectives are taken, intended to
stimulate both intellectual and imaginative exploration of these soul-concepts and the
world-view which opens out from them. This Ebook is richly illustrated, in order to
stimulate engagement of the imagination in comprehending these abstract entities and
their metaphysical contexts. // Review by Diana L. Paxson, author of "Essential Asatru:
Walking the Path of Norse Paganism": “Since she first sent me the article on “Heathen
Full-Souls” for Idunna: A Journal of Northern Tradition in 2006, I have been fascinated
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by Winifred Hodge Rose’s development of the concept of the souls as an interactive
system. I am delighted to see the full presentation of so many years of patient research
and contemplation becoming available at last. In Winifred’s hands, philology becomes
a spiritual adventure, as words from the old Germanic languages reveal new insights
into who we are and our place in the spiritual universe.” // Review by John Michael
Greer, author of "A World Full of Gods": “Winifred Rose has done an excellent job of
gathering and synthesizing material about Heathen soul lore from a wide range of
disparate sources. The resulting book is a scholarly, thorough resource that belongs on
the bookshelf of every Heathen, and everyone interested in the subject.” // Review by
Cat Heath, author of "Elves, Witches & Gods: Spinning Old Heathen Magic in the
Modern Day": “There’s a wonderful shaping and hope-bringing quality to the work here
that I think will play a key role in helping to move Heathenry towards something deep
and infinitely satisfying. It's really hard to overstate the impact this book could have.”
An exploration of the historical origins of the “witches’ ointment” and medieval
hallucinogenic drug practices based on the earliest sources • Details how early modern
theologians demonized psychedelic folk magic into “witches’ ointments” • Shares
dozens of psychoactive formulas and recipes gleaned from rare manuscripts from
university collections all over the world as well as the practices and magical
incantations necessary for their preparation • Examines the practices of medieval
witches like Matteuccia di Francisco, who used hallucinogenic drugs in her love potions
and herbal preparations In the medieval period preparations with hallucinogenic herbs
were part of the practice of veneficium, or poison magic. This collection of magical arts
used poisons, herbs, and rituals to bewitch, heal, prophesy, infect, and murder. In the
form of psyche-magical ointments, poison magic could trigger powerful hallucinations
and surrealistic dreams that enabled direct experience of the Divine. Smeared on the
skin, these entheogenic ointments were said to enable witches to commune with
various local goddesses, bastardized by the Church as trips to the Sabbat--clandestine
meetings with Satan to learn magic and participate in demonic orgies. Examining trial
records and the pharmacopoeia of witches, alchemists, folk healers, and heretics of the
15th century, Thomas Hatsis details how a range of ideas from folk drugs to
ecclesiastical fears over medicine women merged to form the classical “witch”
stereotype and what history has called the “witches’ ointment.” He shares dozens of
psychoactive formulas and recipes gleaned from rare manuscripts from university
collections from all over the world as well as the practices and magical incantations
necessary for their preparation. He explores the connections between witches’
ointments and spells for shape shifting, spirit travel, and bewitching magic. He
examines the practices of some Renaissance magicians, who inhaled powerful drugs to
communicate with spirits, and of Italian folk-witches, such as Matteuccia di Francisco,
who used hallucinogenic drugs in her love potions and herbal preparations, and
Finicella, who used drug ointments to imagine herself transformed into a cat. Exploring
the untold history of the witches’ ointment and medieval hallucinogen use, Hatsis
reveals how the Church transformed folk drug practices, specifically entheogenic ones,
into satanic experiences.
Provides a clear and concise history of Asatru - a living religion that encompasses the
magical practices of the Norse and Germanic peoples - and also provides thorough
instruction on how to practice and make it a part of every day life. Includes information
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on rituals, rune casting, ethics, and divination. Essential Asatru features a foreword by
Isaac Bonewits, author of Bonewits Essential Guide to Wicca and Witchcraft and is the
only accessible, reader-friendly book on Asatru on the market today.
"Contemporary religious Paganism (also called Neo-Paganism) is an emerging area of study
for scholars of religion in the United States and elsewhere. This dissertation analyzes Pagan
religious music in the context of a more general recurrent religious impulse encoded in
literature, music and ideology. Among studies of contemporary American Paganism, few have
examined the internal logics of musics created and distributed within the Pagan community.
This dissertation discusses Pagan music in terms of its relationship with folk ideology,
theology, ecclesiology, humor, youth, and Christianity. This dissertation utilizes discourse and
image analysis of pre-recorded music, reviews, journals, sheet music and handouts from
Wlccan, Druidry, Asatru, Church of All Worlds, and Thelemic sources. This work finds the
dominant themes of Pagan music centering around rituals of sacred time, erotic and filial love,
humor and theological kinship with sacred beings both within and beyond the world. Minor
thematics of cultural politics, civil integration and resistance to modernity are also discussed.
The dissertation concludes that the religious music of American Pagans is profoundly
influenced by discourses of resistance, individualism, Congregationalism, and ecstatic
tellurism"--Abstract.
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The Vikings, Anglo-Saxons, Germanic tribes, Goths, and other Germanic-speaking tribes are
renowned today in myth, legend, and popular culture. But how did they live? What did they
wear? How did they worship? What did they eat? And how did their traditional ways of life
reflect their spiritual beliefs? Heathen Garb and Gear takes you on a tour of the world that our
forebears knew. More importantly, it shows you how their ways of dressing and living-from
weaving woolen cloth and cooking food, to making music and taking steam baths-are reflected
in the myths and traditions that have come down to us. Anyone who's ever wanted to wear
Viking clothing, or serve authentic Viking feasts, will find plenty of practical tips here. But even
if you're not interested in re-enacting the old ways, you'll find much vital information and
inspiration for the practice of Heathenry as a living religious tradition.
What happens to people's sense of belonging when globalisation meets with proclaimed
regional identities resting heavily on conceptions of religion and ethnicity? Who are the actors
stressing cultural heritage and authenticity as tools for self-understanding? In this book the
authors aim at a broad discussion on how history and religion are made part of the production
of narratives about origin and belonging in contemporary Europe. The contributors offer
localised studies where actors with strong agendas indicate the complex relations between
history, religion, and identity. The case studies exemplify how public intellectuals and
academics have taken active part in the construction of recent and traditional pasts. Instead of
repeating the simplistic explanation as a "return of religion", the authors of this volume focus on
public platforms and agents, and their use of religion as a political and cultural argument. The
approach makes a nuanced and fresh survey for researchers and other initiated readers to
engage in.
Asatru Then and Now From its pre-Christian beginnings to its contemporary practitioners,
Heathenry has long fascinated people from every corner of the world. Written from the unique
perspective of a Heathen gythja, or Godwoman, A Practical Heathen's Guide to Asatru shows
how to bring the beliefs and traditions of this ancient faith into your life today. In this complete
guide to Asatru, you will discover: The mythology, folklore, and historical sagas of Northern
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European Heathens How to conduct rituals for birth, naming, entry into adulthood, weddings,
divorces, funerals, and holy days Practical techniques for meditation, trance-work, prayer, and
working with runes and charms Heathen perspectives on the nature of time, creation, worship,
ethics, oaths, and hospitality An in-depth glossary, index, pronunciation guide, and
bibliography for further study

Heathen Soul Lore Foundations presents a living spiritual landscape, rooted in ancient
Germanic languages and understanding, offered for modern Heathens to explore and
use in their own spiritual practice. This book also presents an approach for identifying
and exploring ancient concepts of 'what a soul is' that may be of interest to followers of
other branches of historically based modern Paganism, and to scholars of comparative
religion. Linguistic analysis, literature, folklore, comparative religion, anthropology,
esoteric and philosophical approaches are used to analyze old Germanic-language
words relating to 'the soul'. The following souls, identified through this process, are
thoroughly reviewed: Ferah, Ahma, Ghost, Hama, Aldr, Mod, Hugr, Sefa, and Saiwalo.
Both scholarly and inspirational perspectives are taken, intended to stimulate both
intellectual and imaginative exploration of these soul-concepts and the world-view
which opens out from them. This book is richly illustrated in order to stimulate
engagement of the imagination in comprehending these abstract entities and their
metaphysical contexts. // Review by Diana L. Paxson, author of "Essential Asatru:
Walking the Path of Norse Paganism": "Since she first sent me the article on "Heathen
Full-Souls" for Idunna: A Journal of Northern Tradition in 2006, I have been fascinated
by Winifred Hodge Rose's development of the concept of the souls as an interactive
system. I am delighted to see the full presentation of so many years of patient research
and contemplation becoming available at last. In Winifred's hands, philology becomes a
spiritual adventure, as words from the old Germanic languages reveal new insights into
who we are and our place in the spiritual universe." // Review by John Michael Greer,
author of "A World Full of Gods": "Winifred Rose has done an excellent job of gathering
and synthesizing material about Heathen soul lore from a wide range of disparate
sources. The resulting book is a scholarly, thorough resource that belongs on the
bookshelf of every Heathen, and everyone interested in the subject."
Throughout history, the uncertainties of life have driven people to seek counsel from
prophets, seers, and oracles on everything from love to livelihood: people want to talk
to their lost loved ones, heal old family traumas, find out about work, and determine
what the future will bring. In The Way of the Oracle, bestselling author, scholar, and
priestess Diana L. Paxson offers a broad overview of the traditions of famous oracles in
history: from the pythia at Delphi, the son of Beor, the Irish druidess, and the Greenland
völva, to today’s modern seers who are resurrecting ancient skills to serve their
communities. Paxson identifies the core elements of prophetic practice, her belief in
probability rather than predestination, and offers exercises and examples to
demonstrate how anyone can be trained to do oracle work. Her methods focus on
trance skills and improving communication between one’s unconscious and conscious
mind to encourage selfknowledge and decision making. The Way of the Oracle
introduces the practice of oracle work to a wider audience, and shows how exploring
the potential of other minds can expand our own.
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Este livro irá auxiliar na compreensão da importância da prática religiosa e do contexto
social acerca do Paganismo Nórdico desde o seu passado até os dias de hoje. Através
do depoimento de estudiosos e praticantes, você poderá desmistificar os padrões
impostos pela sociedade acerca dos povos nórdicos e compreender como mantiveram
suas raízes através dos séculos.
???????????????,????:????????????????????????????????????
Improve health, attract wealth, strive towards happiness, go against the trend of
transshipment! Set up candle formation and form prayer words to make a wish in order
to accelerate the power of magical dreams and solve various problems that trouble you.
With the energy of candles of different colors, placing them in the right position is
enough to affect the energy state of yourself and external things to make you realize
what you want and solve your upset problems. This is a classic candle.
Essential AsatruWalking the Path of Norse PaganismCitadel Press
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A detailed, researched and inspired book on Norse and Anglo Saxon tradition
Paganism. This book is written from a different perspective to other books published on
aspects of what is known variously as Asatru, The Northern Tradition and Odinism to
present a handbook of accumulated data so that people can read and interpret it for
themselves, aided by sometimes conflicting or complementary opinions clearly labelled,
enabling the reader to develop and adapt their own theories and practices, rather than
have them laid out by someone else. Where possible Pete compares more than one
source of information. Trying to subjectively observe a movement from within, whilst
being a part of it oneself is a delicate path to tread, but in this book Pete does an
admirable job, separating them from the historical data being presented.
The author of this book has done what no other writer wants to hear: These stories
make people fall asleep. Publisher Weekly Five stars highly recommended by millions
of insomnia and anxious people around the world and Amazon readers! Do you
remember the feeling of falling asleep contentedly when you were a child, listening to
bedside stories? Why are there no bedside stories to listen to when I grow up? Seeing
that many people around him suffer from insomnia, and the author who has taught yoga
and mindfulness meditation for many years, he thought of the idea of recording bedside
stories for adults.
Chinese edition of The Nostradamus Prophecies. The Nostradamus prophecies have
been widely studied. But while many predictions have been proven, there's still a secret
that's been missing. Adam, an unsuccessful writer, met a gypsy who was died in front
of Adam but left a clue that Adam later found to be Norstradamus' last note. The note
might just lead him to the missing last 58 lines in Norstradamus' 1000-line prophecies.
In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
?????????Overseas Publishers Association????

"From the Award Winning Author of "Northern Lore," comes "Northern Wisdom.""
The Orient has long shared its ancient wisdom, and so now do the Northmen.
"Northern Wisdom" presents ancient Viking parables and knowledge in a
delightfully accessible modern format. Combining Teachings on par with Buddha,
Lao Tzu, Myamoto Musashi, Nicollo Machiavelli & Sun-Tzu, "The Havamal"
sheds light on forgotten lore of the dark ages. In the days of the shield-wall, there
still lived poets, scribes and philosophers. In "Northern Wisdom" you will: Journey
through the Mundane and the Mystical passages of the Havamal Discover the
famed Hospitality of the Northmen Learn Maxims for respectable conduct
Develop the Leadership traits of Heroes Explore tips for safe travel in Dark Ages
Europe Uncover lessons for the bravest Warriors Share in the secrets of Odin's
Love Quests Tap into the power of Viking Magic Packing One Book? Look no
further.
Combine meditation and magic to develop your natural spiritual power through
the change of consciousness. A must-have textbook for wizards, energy healers,
and spiritual developers to help you achieve your wishes. Open your wizard's
eyes- the so-called spiritual power is how to contact and interact with subtle
energy. Spiritual power and magic are actually the same thing, because before
you can use magic, you must first develop your spiritual power and perceive
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energy in order to practice, control, and use this energy steadily.
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In Essential Asatru, renowned author and priestess Diana Paxson demystifies an
ancient, rich, and often misunderstood religion, and offers a practical guide for its
modern followers. A Journey to Fulfillment and Renewal Filled with clear, concise
instructions on living Asatru every day, this truly accessible guide takes you on a
journey from Asatru’s origins in Scandinavian and German paganism to its
recognition as an official religion in the 1970s and its widespread acceptance
today. Essential Asatru also includes: · A complete history of Asatru gods and
goddesses, including Odin, Thor, and Ostara · The life values, such as honor,
truth, fidelity, and hospitality, that shape Asatru’s tenets · Indispensable
information on rituals, rune casting, ethics, and divination Essential Asatru is an
elegant and splendid introduction to a centuries-old religion that continues to
enrich and fascinate its followers today. Praise for Essential Asatru “This
mainstreamed book on Asatru offers a thorough grounding in both history and the
present and shows how those values—the true heart of any religion—are
expressed in the lives of its faithful. This book is recommended for personal
education, library shelves, and world religion classes.” —Facing North “A solid
and thorough yet concise introduction to the religion, its history, the gods and
goddesses, and the basics of modern practice.” —Idunna
Paganistan - a moniker adapted by the Twin Cities Contemporary Pagan
community - is the title of a history and ethnography of a regionally unique,
urban, and vibrant community in Minnesota. The story of the community traces
the formation of some of the earliest organizations and churches in the US, the
influence of publication houses and bookstores, the marketplace, and the local
University, on the growth and sustenance of a distinct Pagan community identity,
as well as discussions of the patterns of diversifying and cohesion that occur as a
result of societal pressure, politics, and generational growth within it. As the first
ever study of this long-lived community, this book sets out to document
Paganistan as another aspect of the increasing prevalence of Paganism in the
US and contributes to the discussion of the formation of new American religious
communities. Revealing how canonical theories about community formation in
anthropology do not always fit comfortably nor accurately describe how a vibrant
Pagan community creates and sustains itself, this book will be of interest to
scholars of religion and new religious movements worldwide, and offers a
valuable contribution to discussions within both urban anthropology and
sociology.
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